OIL, SAND, and SEDIMENT INTERCEPTORS
OPTIONS and VARIATIONS
All interceptor options and variations are specified as a PREFIX and/or SUFFIX letter or number added to the series designation. Listed below
are the available options and a brief description of each.
PREFIXES
Z Acid Resistant Coated Fabricated Steel
SUFFIXES
–DG Duresist Grate
–E

–K

Extension
Acid resistant coated interior and exterior fabricated steel
extension section. The extension option is specified when the
interceptor is in a recessed installation and proper piping
elevations must be met. Zurn extensions can be furnished in
two different ways:
1. Retrofit Extension: This type of extension is a separate
piece, bolted onto the top of the unit and gasketed. This
allows for modification to the height of the unit after the
unit has already been furnished. Note: The heavy-duty
cover option (-HD) cannot be specified when a retrofit
extension is used.
2. Integral Extension: This type of extension is built directly
into the unit as one piece.
Note: When specifying the extension option (-E), it is required
that the overall height dimension (‘C’ Dimension) of the interceptor body be specified to ensure that the unit is furnished
properly.

Anchor Flange
Located 1-3/4" down from the top of the unit and 2" wide.
The anchor flange is used for structural support when installing
the unit. See note under (-KC) option for extension requirements.

–KC Anchor Flange with Clamp Collar
Located 1-3/4" down from the top of the unit and 2" wide.
The anchor flange with clamp collar is designed for installations
that require the use of a waterproofing membrane.
When the (-K) and (-KC) options are specified, it is necessary to
extend the overall height of the interceptor body by 3" to accommodate attachment of the flange. The additional extension height
does not have to be specified when ordering the product; it is
automatically built into the unit as an integral part.
–NH No-Hub Inlet and Outlet
See Z1040.
–STR Storage Tank on Right-Hand Side When Facing Inlet
See Z1186-ST.
–VP Vandal-Proof Screws

–HD Heavy-Duty Cover
Reinforced cover rated at 10,000 lbs. maximum safe live load.
When this option is specified, it is necessary to extend the overall
height of the interceptor body to accommodate for necessary
supports. The additional extension height does not have to be
specified when ordering the product; it is automatically built
into the unit as an integral part. The following chart illustrates
the required extended height:

Model
Z1188
Z1188
Z1188

Size
75
100
125-500

Extension Height
Added To Unit
4"
6"
3"
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